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ABSTRACT 

 

A wide band crossbar switch is a non-blocking signal router that can be used in various 

applications that need reconfigurable digital or analog cross connection such as for 

network switches, CPU-memory connection modules and wide tuning range radar 

switches. The purpose of this work is to assess the feasibility of implementing a high 

speed current mode logic using SiGe BiCMOS 8HP technology.  

The crossbar switch comprises of multiple inputs and multiple outputs with an array 

of cross-points. When a cross-point is closed, it creates a connection between an input 

and an output. Current mode logic implemented in SiGe BiCMOS is used for the 

crossbar switch to attain high-frequency operation of the switch. CMOS has been a 

dominant technology in many applications. However it is slower compared to Bipolar or 

hetero-junction bipolar transistors (HBT). 

The new crossbar switch in this thesis includes the following features: critical 

signals requiring high speed use HBT while slower signals use FET to save power; 

unused current trees are turned off for further power reduction; isolation multiplexer is 

applied to reduce jitter; equal delay through any path in the switch. Turning off the 

unused circuit reduces power consumption when only part of the switch is used. For the 

phased array antenna application, the entire core crossbar switch can be turned off while 

waiting for another signal to be pinged. A crossbar switch with equal delay to the each 

output is more attractive to WDM (Wavelength-Division Multiplexing) applications or 

serializer since all the data after the crossbar switch will still be aligned.  

The crossbar switch in this thesis is implemented as a phase select module for a 

phased array antenna system. Phased array antenna systems use relative phases to the 

respective signals to form a beam pattern. Electronic steering features permit fast beam 

pattern rotation, and thus detect and track objects moving at high speed. The antenna can 

also perform reliably when placed on a high speed mobile platform. Theses advantages 

result in the technology becoming the focus of military and commercial applications. 

The crossbar switch for phased array antenna system comprises of a decoder, 

registers, symmetric data path network with multiplexers and a multiphase voltage 

controlled oscillator (VCO). Sixteen differential phases are generated by an 8-stage LC 
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tank VCO and distributed to 8 antennas through the crossbar switch to form a proper 

beam pattern and steer the antennas electronically. The measured output of the crossbar 

switch is a 38.8GHz sine wave with the selected phase delay. The phase noise of the 

signal is -88.3dBc/Hz at 1MHz offset. Using a 2.5V supply the core crossbar switch 

consumes 2.2W to 5.7W depending the number of active channels. 
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Part I Introduction 
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1. Introduction 

 

1.1 Introduction to crossbar switch 

1.1.1 Overview of crossbar switch 

M x N crossbar switch comprises an M inputs and N outputs with an array of cross-

points. Figure 1 shows the basic concept of crossbar switch. There are horizontal data 

paths and vertical data paths. When the cross-point is closed, it creates connection 

between an input and an output.  

 

 

Figure 1 Concept of crossbar switch 

 

One of most noticeable advantages is that it is non-blocking signal router 

guaranteeing that any input can find a block-free path to an output. Another advantage is 

its reconfiguration ability. It rearranges the data path without affecting other data paths. 

Last advantage of crossbar switch is it can make connection between one input to 

multiple outputs. On the other side, there is a design limitation of crossbar switch. If the 

number of input and output is doubled, the size of chip will be increased to quadruples of 

the original one. A large I/O crossbar switch occupies too much space, and it could cause 

huge parasitic effect to drag down the performance. However these nuisances could be 

diminished by technical evolution of IC process and shrewd design architecture.  

Crossbar switch can be made out of smaller sub crossbar units. It should be built by 

a certain rule to keep the non-blocking property. Figure 2 shows the blocking crossbar 
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switch. Suppose input1 connected to output1 and input 4 is connected to output 4 as 

shown at Figure 2 then there is no way to connect input 2 to both output 2 and 3 without 

affecting other connections. 

 

 

Figure 2 Blocking crossbar switch 

 

In 1953, C. Clos of Bell Lab figured out simple rule [1] to build non-blocking large 

crossbar switch using smaller sub cell. If it satisfies certain condition, the number of 

cross point can be lower than complete crossbar switch. Clos’s construction used three 

stages of crossbar switch to make N x N complete crossbar switch.  

 

 

Figure 3 Non-blocking crossbar switch (N=4, n=2, k=3) 

 

Figure 3 shows an example of Clos’ non-blocking construction. In the first stage, N 

inputs are split into fractions with n inputs each, then there are N/n of n by k crossbar 
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switch. Stage 2 has k of N/n by N/n crossbar switch to supply bypass non-blocking paths. 

Stage 3 is a mirror image of Stage 1. To satisfy non-blocking property, k must be equal 

or greater than 2n-1 (ie. 12 −≥ nk ) otherwise congestion can occur [1] as previous 

example (Figure 2). Total crosspoint of Clos’ construction is 

n
Nnkk

n
N

n
N

n
Nkn ××+××+××  and total crosspoint of complete crossbar switch is 

NN × . Therefore if it satisfies following equation, we can reduce the number of 

crosspoint using Clos’ construction. 

N
kn

kn
Therefore

NN
n
Nnkk

n
N

n
N

n
Nkn

≤
−

×≤××+××+××

2

22
,  

 

1.1.2  Historical review of crossbar switch and applications 

It was called crossbar switch because a grid of crossing metal bar controls the array of 

switch. But now days the term was broadened to matrix switches in general. Originally 

crossbar switch is developed for telephone communications. The first crossbar switch 

was Western Electric’s “coordinate selector” of 1915, and the first practical 

implementation was in the late 1930s [2].  It was electomechanical device (Figure 4) for 

the telephone switchboard. It actually used magnets and metal bars to create signal path. 

 

 

Figure 4 Electromechanical Crossbar Switch 
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As semiconductor processing technology is evolving, transistors are replacing 

magnets and metal bars. The speed of computer processor itself is getting faster and 

faster however, other connection hardware or peripheral equipments don’t keep a pace 

since signal jamming or bottle neck can occur in massive data flow. Most important 

property of crossbar switch is non-blocking signal router. This makes it as a more 

attractive connector to overcome huge data communications. The crossbar switch can be 

applied to ATM switch core [3] and high performance computing system’s network 

connection between memory and processor. Figure 5 shows comparison between non-

crossbar configuration and crossbar configuration.  There is bottleneck phenomenon if 

shared bus is used to connecting multi-CPU and memory. However crossbar 

configuration can resolve the bottleneck phenomenon and communicate freely between 

multi-CPU and memory.  

 

 

Figure 5 Crossbar switch application for high-speed data transfer CPU and 
memory [4] 
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1.2 Introduction to phase array antenna 

1.2.1 Overview of phase array antenna 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 6 (a) Mechanical Radar (b) Phase array radar 

 

Active Electronically Scanned Arrays (AESA), also known as phased array antenna 

systems, use relative phases to the respective signals to form a beam pattern in the 

desired direction and suppress them elsewhere. Each element in an antenna array 

receives the signal with slightly different delays. Feeding different phases to the antenna 

elements compensate the delay gap in the signal. Also it can steer the beam pattern 

electronically by feeding appropriate phases to multiple antennas instead of steering 

mechanically. These features permit fast beam pattern rotation, and thus detect and track 

objects moving at high speed. This enables the radar to detect small, fast targets such as 

ballistic missiles, or low radar cross section targets like stealth aircraft or cruise missiles. 

The most popular phased array radar application is PATRIOT missile. The acronym, 

PATRIOT stands for Phased Array TRacking to Intercept Of Target. The antenna can 

also perform reliably when placed on a high speed mobile platform. Theses advantages 

resulted in the technology becoming the focus of military and commercial applications. 

However, the implementation is complicated as many phase shifters are required and has 

not been a cost effective before the advent of microwave integrated circuits [5], [6], [7]. 
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Previous phase array applications using phase shifters are limited to only narrow band 

application [8], [9]. However SiGe BiCMOS crossbar switches can be used in the ultra 

wide band applications.  The phase shifters are required to be tuned to a certain 

frequency but the crossbar switch doesn’t need to be tuned for different frequency inputs. 

Once it applies to consumer products, we might enjoy vivid satellite television in the fast 

moving vehicles or airplanes or we can use it as an anti-collision system for vehicles 

(Figure 7). Researchers take a growing interest in high frequency operation after 

integrated circuits for phased array antenna system is introduced. Since high frequency 

maximizes the spatial efficiency by reducing antenna size and space between each 

element. Furthermore, it allows us larger available bandwidths [10]. 

 

 

Figure 7 (a) A phased array transmitter focuses the beam at a desired angle (b) a 
phased array receiver focuses on the desired signal while it attenuates an interfere 
coming from another direction [10] 

 

1.2.2 Mathematic analysis of linear array antenna  

Figure 8 shows conceptual model of a linear array antenna. Array of K radiators have 

same distance between each other and they work as a receiver for simplicity (the 

characteristics of a receiving antenna and a transmitting antenna are identical). The ray 
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of signals can be imagined to be parallel presuming a far distance has been traveled. 

Rays of signals have an angle θ with respect to the array normal (Figure 8). The 

wavefront in Figure 8 is perpendicular to ray, and is defined by all the points on them 

having equivalent amplitude and phase values. Both time and space affect the wave, so 

the signal function is defined as [11]. 

( ){ }kltj
ltj

eAeAltAts ±
⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ ±

ℜ=
⎪⎭

⎪
⎬
⎫

⎪⎩

⎪
⎨
⎧

ℜ=±= ωλ
π

ω

λ
πω

2

)2cos()( ,  

where A is the amplitude of signal, l is the distance along the propagation path, and k is 

the wave number. 

The phase of the signal can be denoted as 

kltt ±=Φ ω)(  

The minus and plus sign indicate a wave travelling away and towards the source 

respectively. 

 

 

Figure 8 A linear array of K radiators, equidistantly positioned along a straight line, 
where a plane wave is incident under an angle θ with respect to the array normal 
[11]. 
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As it can be observed from Figure 8, the wave reached at K-1th radiator traveled a 

distance of d*sin(θ) more than the Kth radiator. This distance makes phase differences 

between K radiator and K-1 radiator, and this relationship can be expressed as 

)sin()( θdiKki −=Φ   for i=1, 2, …, K, 

where iΦ is phase difference and k is the wave number. This phase gap can be 

compensated by feeding phase difference signal to each radiator. Therefore if we change 

the phase difference between each radiator, we can control θ and thus we can control the 

direction of the ray. 
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2. Fundamental theories 

 

2.1 SiGe HBT BiCMOS process technology 

2.1.1 Historical review of silicon germanium (SiGe) heterojunction  bipolar 
transistor (HBT) and BiCMOS technology 

The concept of heterojunction bipolar transistor was established 1951 [13]. However the 

first working SiGe HBT was not demonstrated until late 80’s because of SiGe film 

growth problems [21] [43]. In 1990 the first working SiGe HBT demonstrated many 

advantages over Si bipolar transistors[24]. The first commercial product using SiGe 

HBT technology was introduced in 1994 [31]. Since then, SiGe BiCMOS [32] has been 

substantially improved through vertical and lateral scaling, resulting in the reduction of 

transit time and parasitic resistance and capacitance. The latest technology achieved fT 

higher than 350 GHz [40],[41] as well as fMAX of 350 GHz [42]. Table 1 lists the 

important historical events of SiGe HBT and BiCMOS technology. 

Historical Event Year 

Fundamental HBT Patent [13] 1951 

Drift-base HBT concept [14] 1954 

Basic HBT theory [15],[16],[17] 1957 

First growth of SiGe strained layers [18] 1975 

First growth of SiGe epitaxy by MBE [19] 1985 

First growth of SiGe epitaxy by UHV/CVD [20] 1986 

First SeGe HBT [21] 1987 

First ideal SiGe HBT grown by CVD [22] 1989 

First high-performance SiGe HBT [23],[24] 1990 

First self-aligned SiGe HBT [25] 1990 

First SiGe HBT ECL ring oscillator [25] 1990 

First pnp SiGe HBT [26]  1990 

First SiGe HBT BiCMOS technology [27] 1992 

First LSI SiGe HBT Integrated Circuit [28] 1993 
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First SiGE HBT with peak fT above 100 GHz [29],[30] 1993 

First SiGe HBT technology in 200-mm manufacturing [31] 1994 

First SiGe HBT technology optimized for 77 K [33] 1994 

First SiGeC HBT [34] 1996 

First commercial SiGe BiCMOS [35] 1996 

First high power SiGe HBT ECL circuits [36],[37]  1997 

First sub-10 psec SiGe HBT ECL circuits [38] 1997 

First SiGe HBT with peak fT above 200 GHz [39] 2001 

First SiGe HBT with peak fT above 350 GHz introduced [40] 2002 

Table 1 key Steps in the Evolution of SiGe HBT Technology [12] 

 

2.1.2 Comparison between SiGe HBT BiCMOS and other technologies 

The bipolar device has been shown to be faster than FET. SiGe heterojunction bipolar 

transistors have many advantages over homojunction bipolar transistors.  Conventional 

bipolar (homojunction bipolar transistor) device uses same material (silicon) for both the 

p-type and n-type, but HBT uses two different materials for pn junction (silicon for n-

type and germanium for p-type). Reducing base resistance, Rb,, and the emitter 

capacitance, Ce, is the most important concept to develop ultra high speed bipolar 

transistor. To reduce base resistance, base region should be widen and increase dopant 

concentration in base region. However, it will decrease current amplification coefficient, 

hfe. In addition, the base carrier transition time will increase by widening base region 

because it will increase capacitance attached to the base node. This will affect the 

operational speed of the transistor. Emitter dopant concentration needs to be reduced to 

decrease emitter capacitance. This will inevitably reduce current. However, 

homojunction bipolar transistor requires the emitter doping to be much greater than the 

base to give an emitter injection efficiency of about unity so it has some limitations to 

increase speed of operation. To overcome these tradeoffs, germanium is added to the 

base of bipolar transistors. This makes different band gaps for the two side of the 

junction.  The band gap of silicon is greater than that of germanium which forms a SiGe 

compound in the base reducing the band gap there. Therefore the barrier for electrons 
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injecting base decreases, but the barrier for holes injecting emitter increases. In this 

reason HBT doesn’t reqire the emitter doping be much greater than the base. Base 

doping can be increased which makes base resistance (Rb) constant while the base width 

is reduced. Also emitter capacitance is small because of low emitter doping. Small base 

width and low emitter capacitance allows for high frequency operation. In addition, the 

width of the base collector depletion region in the base is reduced when the HBT 

operates in the forward active region, thus decreasing the effect of base width 

modulation and increasing the early voltage. These are the main advantages of HBTs 

over homojunction bipolar transistor [46]. The advantages of SiGe HBT technology over 

CMOS technology could be listed as follows. SiGe HBT has higher transconductance, 

larger output impedance, better device matching, superior 1/f noise characteristics, and 

more favorable linearity [47]. Table 2 lists comparison between SiGe BiCMOS and 

other technologies. 

 

 

SiGe HBT 

BiCMOS 

 High operation speed 

 CMOS-technology compatible 

 High device matching 

 High reliability 

 High transconductance 

 Extra mask steps on base CMOS technology 

GaAs/InP HBT 

or HEMT 

 Very high operation speed 

 High cost 

 High device matching 

 High transconductance 

 Reliability issues 

 

CMOS 

 Acceptable operation speed 

 Low cost and high reliability 

 Poor early voltage 

 Relatively low gm 

 Poor device matching 

Table 2 Comparison between SiGe HBT BiCMOS and other technologies 
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2.1.3 SiGe HBT device structure and process description 

 

 

Figure 9 Cross section picture of IBM 8HP SiGe HBT [45] 

 

Figure 9 shows the cross section of the npn SiGe HBT (IBM 8HP). SiGe BiCMOS uses 

SiGe HBT and Si CMOS. SiGe HBT uses the same process as Si bipolar transistor with 

exception of a thin SiGe base layer. Typically same LPCVD growth chambers can 

deposite both Si and SiGe layers. Base layers can be deposited either using selective or 

differential epitaxy depending on SiGe HBT process 

 

2.1.4 Unity gain cutoff frequency and maximum oscillation frequency 

The performance of high frequency bipolar transistors is often characterized by 

parameters such as the unity gain cutoff frequency (fT) and the maximum oscillation 

frequency (fMAX). The unity gain cutoff frequency (fT) is defined as the frequency at 

which the magnitude of h21 (h parameter forward current gain) decreases to unity and the 

fMAX is defined as the frequency where the power gain has reduced to unity [48].  
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(2-1)  ( )μππ CC
g

f m
T +

=
2

  

(Cπ :  Base-Emitter junction capacitance, Cμ: Collector-Base junction capacitance, gm: 

Transconductance ) 

The unity gain cutoff frequency (fT) is increasing as we increase the collector 

current( Ic) until certain level after that point it starts decreasing. The fT decreases at low 

current due to gm  and Cπ are  proportional to Ic.  However fT decreases at high current 

can not be explained by above equation. It is because of the same phenomenon that 

cause β0 (low-frequency value of β) to decrease at high currents [49]. Also maximum fT 

can be increased by sizing up the device, however in that case it needs much more 

current. Designers have to decide right size of the device and right amount of current 

depend on purpose of the circuits. Too much current flow in narrow area could occur 

self-heating to degrade the performance or even burn them up. If we choose biggest 

HBT, it requires more layout area and parasitic effects become huge to slow down the 

crossbar switches. Designer has to be familiar with all the trade-offs and the mechanisms 

that affect circuits to avoid unexpected performance degradation. 

 

2.1.5 IBM SiGe BiCMOS technology 

IBM has an extensive design kit for the SiGe BiCMOS process technologies. IBM kits 

provide full DC and S-parameter characterization for actives and passives across a full 

temperature range. It has a large collection of design elements such as MOS caps, MIM 

Caps, High Q inductors, and linear varactors [45]. High performance SiGe HBT can 

harmonize with CMOS device [43] which gives circuit designer more flexibility. 

Designer can choose CMOS for relatively slower parts to reduce power consumption. 

Also parasitic effects could be decreased by shortening wire connection between each 

block. SiGe HBT devices have higher fT / fMAX than other process such as InGaAs even 

though they have lower current densities (Higher current density causes self-heating and 

performance degradation [50]). Compound semiconductors such as GaN HEMTs, GaAs 

MHEMTs, and InP HBTs provide enhanced performace as well, but they have 

integration and cost problems. The most work in this thesis use 8HP(0.13um) process 
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which has a fT of 210 GHz. Figure 10 shows cutoff frequency of IBM’s each generations 

plotted against the collector current normalized to unit emitter length. IBM claims that 

next generation’s cutoff frequency will reach to 360GHz. Recently IBM released 8XP 

which is the early preview of 9HP. Benefit to using 8XP is discussed in 5.4 

 

 

Figure 10 fT for multiple generations of SiGe HBTs [5] 
 

2.2 Current Mode Logic (CML) and Emitter Coupled Logic (ECL) 

2.2.1 Overview of CML and ECL 

The Current Mode Logic (CML) [52] is composed of emitter coupled pair load resistors 

and a current source.  The difference between CML logics and ECL is that CML does 

not need emitter followers for output nodes. Output nodes of CML circuits are at the 

collector resistors. Not only appearance but also properties are similar. The first of all, 

CML and ECL have a significant speed advantage over CMOS logic since these two 

logics keep transistors in active or cutoff region. If a device is saturated, the amount of 

charge to turn transistor on and off will be increased. Forward bias of both base base-

collector and base-emitter junctions generates electrons, and when they are accumulated 

8HP 

7HP 

9HP
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in the base, it is difficult to be sweep them away immediately. That causes degradation 

of switching speed. Second, required output voltage swing to switch next circuit is 

relatively smaller (200mV~500mV) than other logic families. Smaller voltage swings 

help faster switching since it also reduces the amount of charge for turning switch on and 

off. Another similar property is both ECL and CML can be driven in both single-ended 

and differential manner. The way to apply input voltage to the base nodes of the devices 

is what differentiates them. The voltage level between two base nodes decides the logic 

status. If one’s base node voltage level is higher than the others, logic status is defined as 

a true (Figure 11). Single-ended manner is the circuit that one of base node of device tied 

to reference voltage and the other tied to data signal.  

 

2.2.2 CML logic level 

 

 

Figure 11 CML buffer 

 

In the case of differential signals, each base node is connected to a differential voltage 

signal to steer current through one of two branches. Figure 11 shows that left transistor is 

on and current flow through Rc and itself. The voltage level of “out_b” pull down 

to ”VCC! -Ic*Rc” and logic status become “False”. The right side transistor is off and 
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there is no current. Therefore voltage level of “out” pull up to VCC! that makes logic 

status of “out” to be “True”. A differential signal mode consists of two signals with the 

same magnitude, but with 180 degree phase difference.  

The input and output voltage of the CML buffer are defined as follows 

(2-2)       21 iid vvv −≅  

(2-3)    ( )2121 iiRvvv Cooo −−=−=  

From (2-2) ratio of i1 and i2 can be derived as follows 

(2-4)           
T

d

V
v

e
i
i

=
2
1

 

By inspecting Figure 11 and neglecting the base current, iREF is the sum of i1 and i2. 

Therefore,  
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12  

The minimum output voltage VOL can be achieved when input Vi1 is low (Vi1 < VT) 

so current iREF is steered to the right side.  

(2-7)       REFCOL iRV −=  

while the maximum output voltage VOH obtained when input Vi1 is high (Vi1 > VT) so 

current iREF iis steered to the left side. 

(2-8)        REFCOH iRV =  

Thus logic swing is 

(2-9)   REFCOLOHswing iRVVV 2=−=  

Figure 12 shows a typical CML 4:1 multiplexer with inputs and output logic level. 

The transistor pairs of the level 1 are driven by the output of the previous gate. However 
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level 2 should not be directly connected from previous output gate to ensure level 2 input 

transistor pairs are out of the saturation region.  To avoid the saturation region the input 

voltages of level 2, and level 3 need to be shifted down. The base-collector voltage of 

Qi+1 is  

(2-10)  BESHIFTBEiiiBC VVVvvV +−=−−= ++ )(11,  

To avoid saturating Qi+1, VBC,i+1 should be less than approximately 0.5 V and  

typically VBE is 0.8 V. Thus VSHIFT should be greater than 0.3 V. Also the VCE,i+1 should 

be less than breakdown voltage (8HP:1.77 V), VSHIFT has to be less than 1.77 V. Which 

is, 

(2-11)  ( ) VVVvVvV SHIFTBEiBEiiCE 77.111, <=−−−= ++  

Thus, 

(2-12)  VVV SHIFT 77.13.0 <<  

 

 

Figure 12 Typical CML 4:1 multiplexer with inputs and output logic level 

 

VSHIFT is set to VBE for convenience. This makes level shifter simple as shown in 

Figure 13. All the transistors are biased by bottom current source. Level 1 input is 

directly taken form previous CML gate and the successive levels are shifted by VBE , and 

2 VBE.  
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This successive level shift limits the power supply voltage. The power supply 

voltage should be greater than the number of levels times VBE plus extra voltage that 

makes bottom current mirror work properly. 

 

 

Figure 13 Level shifter for CML inputs 

 

2.2.3 Differential logic with negative supply voltage 

Differential logic has better characteristic than single-ended circuits as it has better noise 

immunity as well as reduces switching noise. The improved noise epecially from power 

and ground noises (environmental noise) is because of common-mode rejection seen in 

differential logic. The swiching noise is lower as the input/output of the differential 

circuits always switch simultaneously. This ensures that the current in the power rails 

remains constant all the time. Third, it doesn’t need extra circuits to invert signal. 

Inverting signal can be achieve by simply interchanging two inputs without any extra 

propagation delay, power, and area. 

For the further noise immunity, it uses negative supply voltage. The ground voltage 

is used for the high supply voltage. The effect of supply noise on the output voltage is 
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reduced by using the ground voltage as the high supply voltage, since it is usually less 

noisy than other available voltage sources. 

2.2.4 Various logic gates using CML 

Next figure shows the example of the simple current mode logic. (b) 

Figure 14 (a) circuit works as AND, NAND, OR, and NOR gate at the same time by 

swapping inputs properly. It doesn’t need any extra circuit to flip the logic value or 

swapping the inputs since previous gate and this gate are differential circuit. Proper input 

assignments for multiple usages are shown in Figure 14. More examples for CML gate 

are listed in Appendix A. 

 

 
(a) 

 

in00 in01 in10 in11 out0 out1 

A  A  B  B  AB  (AND) AB  (NAND) 

A  A  B  B  BA +  (NOR) BA +  (OR) 

(b) 
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Figure 14 (a) Multi-functional CML (b) Proper input assignment for AND, NAND, 
NOR, and OR gate 

 

2.3 BiCMOS CML and Controllable Current Mirror 

 

 

Figure 15 Controllable current mirror and BiCMOS buffer 

 

Previous two sections introduced advantages of SiGe HBT and Current Mode Logic 

circuits. Even though they have record breaking speed, they consume much more power 

than pure CMOS circuits, because there is always constant current flowing between 

power lines. Also a taller current tree needs higher power supply voltage. This has been 

obstacle for commercial application circuits.  To keep high speed of HBT and low power 

consumption of CMOS, BiCMOS topology is introduced [53]. 

This hybrid circuit uses HBT and nMOSFET. BiCMOS CML circuits also have 

constant current flowing through the stem but small modification of the current mirrors 

can shut down constant current of the unused circuit blocks. The enable signal makes 

“ON” and “OFF” of BiCMOS buffer (Figure 15). If enable is “true”, M3 is on, current 
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start to flow through current mirror. However if enable is “false” then there is no current 

flow through both the current mirror and the current tree. Turn on time and off time is 

varied by the number of the current trees connected to the single current mirror. Fig. 5 

represents turn on and off time comparison by measuring current flowing through a 

current tree. More current mirrors make fast transition time for the fixed number of 

current trees. Each current mirror consumes about 0.3 mA and occupies around 5x4 μm, 

so there is a trade off between fast transition time and power as well as layout space.  

 

 

Figure 16 (a) Turning on time for a single current mirror connected to the multiple 
current trees (b) Turning off time for a single current mirror connected to the 
multiple current trees 
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It has a fast turn on time and comparably slower off which is desirable during 

reconfiguration operations. The signal distribution paths of crossbar switch consume 

most percentages of total power. When users want to use 16x16 crossbar switch as small 

scale switch like 8x8 , 8x16.. etc, then the switch can cut down power consumption by 

shutting down unneeded distribution paths.   

PMOS M1 is added to reduce the current change of the current mirror when Vcc! or 

Vee! changes. Following equations explain how the current doesn’t change much even 

Vcc! and Vee! is varying.  

Both M1 and M2 are FETs and they both should be in the saturation region 

therefore, 

(2-13)  
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where kp=μpCox , and kn=μnCox  

If we define α as following, 
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 the equation (2-13) could be simplified as following, 

(2-15)  ( ) tnEEreftprefCC VVVVVV −−=−−α  

(2-16)  ( ) tntpEECCref VVVVV +−+=+ ααα1  

Therefore if we differentiate Vref with respect to VCC and VEE, we can get following 

results. 
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Vref should be kept constant even VCC is changing. The left hand side of equation (2-17) 

has to be as small as possible. This requires α to be as small as possible. However Vref 

should have same changing rate as VEE as this ensures that the voltage difference 
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between Vref and VEE decides the amount of current of the current tree. So the equation 

(2-18) should very close to “1”. This again means α should be as small as possible too. 

To get small α from the equation (2-14), width of NMOS should be much wider than 

PMOS since kp and kn are fixed. Also degeneration resistor RS works as current sample 

series mixing feedback. This increases the output resistance of the current mirror, so it 

can make current mirror more robust to voltage or current fluctuations.  

Usually a big chip suffers from IR drop. IR drop is the voltage droop through the 

power and ground rail caused by parasitic resistance on them. Too much IR drop reduces 

the amount of current in CML current tree, which could increase propagation delay or 

read to malfunction of the circuits. Usually the worst point of IR drop occurs in the 

middle of the chip since it is the furthest point from the pads. Simulated the worst case 

IR drop of the crossbar switch for phased array antenna system chip shows a drop of 

12mV in VCC, and 21mV in VEE. Table 3 below shows the simulation result between 

current mirror with PMOS and without PMOS while VEE is shrinking down.  

 

Current mirror with PMOS Current mirror without PMOS  

Current Percent change Current Percent change 

2.5 V 1.896 mA 0 % 1.911 mA 0 % 

2.467 V 1.850 mA 2.4 % 1.849 mA 3.2 % 

2.4 V 1.746 mA 7.9 % 1.719 mA 10.0 % 

2.3 V 1.566 mA 17.4 % 1.506 mA 21.2 % 

Table 3 Comparison between current mirror with PMOS and without PMOS 

 

2.4 Optimizing high speed circuits 

2.4.1 Optimizing signal amplitude 

To achieve low power, fast switching time, and enough signal strength, the voltage 

swing of input and output nodes should have proper magnitude.  

EECVIP =
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where Ic is collector current of on state HBT which is the same amount as current source. 

CEFF is the effective capacitance of junction and interconnection.  

This equations show that small voltage swing reduces propagation delay. Collector-

base junction of HBT should be reverse bias to keep transistor in the “Active” or “Cut-

off” region. Hence voltage swing has to be lower than 0.7V~0.9V. Lower limit of 

voltage swing is several times VT (26mV at room temperature) [54]. Usually 

compromised voltage swing is around 250mV~400mV. 

2.4.2 Cascode configuration 

A stack of HBT and NMOS could be considered as cascode configuration (Figure 17). 

 

 

Figure 17 Cascode topology 

 

There are four possible combinations of HBT and nMOSFET. First, T1 is HBT and 

T2 is nMOSFET as Figure 17 Second, both T1 and T2 are HBT. Third, T1is nMOSFET 

and T2 is HBT. Fourth, both T1 and T2 are nMOSFET. Among those combinations, the 
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first case (T1 is HBT and T2 is nMOSFET) has lowest input time constant of level two 

input [55].  

When the fastest clock signal applies to level 2 transistor (T2), BiCMOS cascode 

shown in Figure 17(T1 is HBT and T2 is nMOSFET) is the best choice. Although 

HBTs’ fT is higher than that of nMOSFET, low input time constant is more important 

than fT of the devices to get higher bandwidth of the circuits [55].  

2.4.3 Transistor sizing 

Figure 18 shows BiCMOS 8HP fT plot for different size HBTs. Emitter length is fixed to 

0.12 μm and width is varied between 0.52 μm and 18 μm. Large transistor (fixed emitter 

length) consume more power than smaller one but fT is increasing by certain point as size 

increasing. There is no benefit in increasing emitter size more than 3 μm as we can see 

from Figure 18. The 0.12 μm X 1 μm HBT needs 1.4mA of current and its fT is 190GHz 

and 0.12 μm X 3 μm needs 4mA and fT is 200GHz. Designer has to pay 2.8 times of 

more current to get 10GHz of fT improvement. In the real system, 0.12 μm X 3 μm one 

occupies more area and it is affected by parasitic effect more than 0.12 μm X 1 μm one. 

Therefore it is not guarantee to achieve 10GHz of more bandwidth. 0.12 μm X 3 μm 

transistors are usually used as emitter followers to drive multiple fan outs. Bigger 

transistor might be needed for pad driver to give big driving capability. The size of FET 

can be decided in same manner (Figure 19). 

 

Figure 18 BiCMOS 8HP fT plot of HBT  [11] 
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Figure 19 BiCMOS 8HP fT plot of nMOSFET [11] 
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Part II SiGe BiCMOS CML Crossbar switch 
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3. The Architecture of CML Crossbar Switch 

 

3.1 16x16 CML Crossbar Switch 

Top level 16x16 HBT crossbar switch is comprised of 16 independent selector slices and 

4:16 decoder [57] (Figure 20). Each selector slice has a 4-bit register and a 16:1 

multiplexer. Input address(a0:3) stored in the register chooses one of 16 data inputs, and 

the  decoder input(output address b0:3) decides the destination where the data go. The 

input address(a0:3) stored in the register keep valid until new decoder output chooses the 

selector slice to latch new input address(a0:3). This architecture makes it possible to 

transmit input data to any of the output without affecting other paths. If several (or all) 

registers are holding same input address, one input signal can go to multiple (or all) 

outputs. Reprogramming time of entire crossbar switch depends on the speed of 4:16 

decoder, since the decoder should produce output signal one by one (0~15) to configure 

all of 16 slices (worst case).  Data paths are asynchronous to each other since the length 

of path to selector slice from data inputs could be different and there is no latch for data. 

 

 

Figure 20 Block diagram of HBT 16 x 16 crossbar switch 
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3.2 Selector slice design 

The core part of crossbar switch is 16:1 multiplexer. It consist of 2-stage of 4:1 

multiplexers. Four 4:1 multiplexers are in the first stage and a final 4:1 multiplexer in the 

second stage is selecting one of four first stage’s output. Last two digits of input address 

stored in 4 bit register are feed into the first stage of multiplexer and the first two digits 

are for the second stage of multiplexer.  

 

Figure 21 Selector slice 

 

3.2.1 4:1 Multiplexer 

The internal circuitry of the multiplexer is fully differential logic. Two different types of 

multiplexers have been tried. The first generation of 16x16 crossbar switch uses 

combination of HBT and nMOSFET to optimize balance between high speed and power 

saving.  As we can see from the Figure 22, fast data input signals are sent into HBT pairs 

(d0:3). Selection bits are sent to a two-level selection tree. The MSB is one level lower 

than LSB. These two levels of selection bit(a0:1) work as a decoder and all the 

transistors at those two levels are nMOSFETs. All the nMOSFET are replaced with 

HBTs for the second generation design to maximize bandwidth of the circuits. For the 

first generation, voltage level of nMOSFET gate node was Vcc!(True) and Vee!(False), 

that makes switching time for level 2 and level3 of Multiplexer slower. However in this 

case the speed of level two and three (input selection bits) don’t need to be that fast. If 

we can bias voltage level of level 2 and level 3, BiCMOS stack (Figure 22) will have 
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better performance over HBT 4:1 Multiplexer theoretically. However biasing the input 

level of nMOSFET is difficult since all of fast signal levels are CML logic level and 

conversion between CML to optimized CMOS level could add extra degradation to the 

circuits.  

 

Figure 22 4:1 Multiplexer 

 

3.2.2 4 bit Register 

4 bit register stores the crossbar switch’s configuration information. 4 bit register consist 

of four parallel connected D flip flops with a same enable signal from decoder. When the 

decoder gives enable signal to the register, the register stores the input address at that 

point.  

 

 

Figure 23 Block diagram of 4 bit register 
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Figure 23 shows the block diagram of 4 bit register. 4 array of D flip flop makes 4 bit 

register. Details of CML D filp flop is illustrated in following figure. 

 

 

Figure 24 Schematic of the CML D flip flop 

 

Two cascaded D latch with inverted clock signal makes D flip flop. Each red box 

stands for the CML D latch and the blue box is the feedback structure of the CML 

memory element. If clock signal is high, memory element of the first D latch and input 

emitter couple of the second D latch are disabled. When the clock is in falling edge, the 

memory element of the first latch fetches the output value of the first emitter couple and 

stores in it. Because the first emitter couple is disabled and it is no longer valid. If the 

clock is low, the first memory element and second emitter couple is active. Therefore the 

output of the CML D flip flop is same as the value stored in the first memory element. 

When the clock is in rising edge, the second memory element fetch the value of the 

second emitter couple which doesn’t affect the output and keep showing the previous 

output. While clock signal is high, the second emitter couple is disabled and second 

memory element is active, so the output doesn’t change. Figure 25 shows the layout of 

the CML D flip flop 
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Figure 25 Layout of the CML D flip flop 
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3.3 Decoder design 

3.3.1 4:16 CML decoder 

 

 

Figure 26 Conventional 4 bit decoders 

 

To make 4 bit decoder, we need 16 AND gates (Figure 26 left). Each AND gate must 

have four inputs. It is hard to make 4 inputs CML AND gate in one current tree because 

it makes current tree too tall (4 Levels). Therefore cascade structure is needed. To make 

4-bit AND gate we need three 2-bit AND gate in cascade structure. This means that we 

need 48(3x16) 2-bit AND gates to make 4bit decoder. In this case, the load is too heavy 

because each bit should be connected to all of AND gates (Figure 26 left). Another 

conventional decomposed decoder is using four 2:4 decoders with enable input to 

decode lower 2 bit and one 2:4 decoder to choose one out of 4 decoders by higher 2 bit 

(Figure 26 right). In this case it only uses 20 (4x5) 2-bit AND gates, however it needs 

extra circuit for enable and it also has huge load due to last 2-bit need to be connected to 

all of 16 AND gates. It is suitable for slow CMOS decoder not for high speed HBT CML 
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decoder.  The HBT CML 4bit hierarchical decomposed decoder (Figure 27) is composed 

of 2 2-bit decoders and 16 2-bit AND gates.  2-bit decoder only need 4 2-bit AND gates. 

Therefore it needs 24(4x2+16) 2-bit AND gates. Number of AND gate is a half time less 

than the complete decoder. As we can see from comparing the number of AND gate, 

complete decoder is a bed choice in large scale decoding over other decomposed 

structures. Conventional decomposed decoder has slightly less AND gates than 

hierarchical decomposed decoder does, but LSB(a0 and a1 at the right side of Figure 26) 

still need to connect 16 AND gate at the same time. Without tree-structured buffer to 

distribute load, it is very difficult to switching successive decoders at high frequency. In 

the case of hierarchical decoder, each output from 2-bit decoder need to be connected 

only four AND gates at the same time. This reduces load a lot by 1/4 of conventional 

decoder.  

 

 

Figure 27 Hierarchical decomposed decoder 
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Figure 28 Layout of hierarchical decomposed decoder 

 

After two pre-decoders, the AND combination of an output of the pre-decoder 

number 1 and an output of the pre-decoder number 2 decides final 4:16 decoder outputs. 

Differential logic makes it more convenient since it doesn’t require any extra circuit or 

extra propagation delay to invert the signal. 

 

 Complete decoder Decomposed 

decoder 

Hierarchical 

decomposed decoder 

Number of 

AND gates 

48 20 24 

Worst fan 

out 

16 16 4 

Table 4 Comparing different types of 4:16 decoder 
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3.3.2 Simulation result  

Next figure is simulation result of repeating input from 0000 to 1111 and probe one of 

16 outputs. Sequential increasing of input makes an output pulsing every one cycle. The 

period of the pulse is the same as total time to reconfigure all of the selector slices.  

Simulation result shows that the period of pulse is 320ps. All the 4-bit registers of 16 

selector slices get enable signals in every 320ps to fetch new input address.  

 

 

Figure 29 Simulation result of the hierarchical decomposed decoder 
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4. 16x16 crossbar switches 

 

4.1 40 Gbit/s 16x16 crossbar switch  

4.1.1 Design consideration 

BiCMOS CML is employed in 40 Gb/s 16x16 crossbar switch. All the high-speed data 

signals are flow through HBTs and all the control signals are through CMOS logics. 

Sixteen buffers (signal repeater) are needed to transfer 16 data signal. Pack of 16 buffers 

occupy 156um * 80um which makes data distribution very difficult since connection 

wire has to be very long and this makes a lot of wire parasitic capacitor and resistor 

loading.  

Figure 30 shows data distribution of 40 Gb/s 16x16 crossbar switch. Two selector 

slices receive asynchronous data from a buffer and each buffer gets data from previous 

buffer. Hence there is 3 fan-out for each buffer.  This scheme reduces the distance 

between buffer and buffer but last selector slice will receive the data signal with more 

propagation delay than other selector slices. 

 

 

Figure 30 Data distribution 
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4.1.2 Simulated Waveform  

Top level schematic simulation result is shown in Figure 31. Specific selector slice is 

selected at 1.6ns and 40 GB/s data signal is transferred through the crossbar switch after 

that point. 

 

 

Figure 31 Simulated waveform of the 40Gb/s crossbar switch 
 

4.1.3 Measured Waveform and Layout 

Figure 32 shows that 33Gb/s data signal is measured at the one of output. Parasitic effect 

is big because we cannot make each HBT very close due to DT20 rule. DT20 rule is a 

new rule introduced in the IBM 8HP kit that states the amount of deep trench in a certain 

area must not exceed 20% of that area. This rule doesn’t allow put a number of HBTs in 
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certain area, and it caused more parasitic effect. Layout and microphotograph are shown 

in Figure 33. 

 

 

Figure 32 Measured waveform of 40Gb/s crossbar switch(33Gb/s is measured) 

 

 

Figure 33 Layout of 40Gb/s 16x16 crossbar switch and microphotograph 
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4.2 80 Gb/s 16x16 Crossbar switch 

4.2.1 Design consideration 

To get maximum speed of switch, bigger size HBTs are used. Previous 40Gb/s crossbar 

switch has slower reconfiguration time since it is composed with CMOS decoder. To 

minimize reconfiguration time, CMOS decoder has been replaced with fast HBT CML 

decoder (Chapter 3.3). It takes 320ps to reconfigure all the selector slices. Also all NFET 

parts of 4:1 MUX has been replaced with HBT since input voltage level is CML level 

from register outputs. Voltage drop of each level is around 0.9V and smallest mux has 3 

level inputs therefore supply voltage should be larger than 3V. Each current tree 

consumes 5 times more current(3mA) than previous 40Gb/s version(0.6mA) and supply 

voltage increase from 2.5V to 3.4V. The size of a pack of 16 buffers for signal 

distribution has been increased since this design uses larger HBT compare to previous 

design.   

 

 

Figure 34 Data distribution 
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To reduce fan-out and wire length of each buffer and selector slice, a buffer deliver data 

signal to a selector slice and next buffer. Therefore fan-out for each buffer is two (Figure 

34). 

 

4.2.2 Simulated Waveform and Layout 

100 Gb/s signal is applied to one of 16 inputs and 80 Gb/s to another input. To verify 

proper operation of the selector slice, it selected 100Gb/s input until 540ps and switched 

to 80Gb/s input after that time. The result of simulated selector slice is shown at Figure 

35 . Top level simulation is done by applying 100 Gb/s to crossbar switch. 

 

Figure 35  80Gb/s Selector Slice Simulation 

 

Figure 36 Crossbar switch simulation (applying 100Gb/s data) 
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Figure 37 Layout of 80Gb/s 16x16 crossbar switch(3900um X 1914um) 
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Part III Crossbar Switch for Phased Array Antenna Systems 
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5. Low power crossbar switch for both 80Gb/s digital signal router and 
phased array antenna systems 

 

5.1 BiCMOS cascode isolation multiplexer for high speed signal 
router 

Multiplexers are one of the crucial components in digital integrated circuit applications. 

Current mode logic (CML) implementations of multiplexers are often used for high 

speed channel multiplexing [63]. Conventional CML multiplexers suffer from inter-

channel noise interference. This increases the jitter and also makes it is difficult to 

multiplex analog signals. Previous isolation techniques involved an extra cascade stage 

to isolate channels [64]. 5.1.1 presents the analysis of the inactive current trees influence 

on the output. 5.1.3 describes isolating multiplexer using cascaded manner and 5.1.4 

describes how a cascode isolating multiplexer reduces interference from the unselected 

channel without the extra power and gate delay. 

The primary role of a multiplexer is to select the desired channel without any 

interference from the other unselected inputs. The multiplexer thus forms a key element 

in many applications such as the data selecting module for crossbar switches and FPGAs 

[66]. These applications require high speed data paths and a relatively slow control plane 

that determines connectivity.  

 

5.1.1 Low power CML signal router 

The crossbar switch is implemented in BiCMOS Current Mode Logic (CML). CML has 

significant speed advantage over other logic since the HBT devices used will not be in 

the saturation region, and the magnitude of the signal is only 250mV. However, it 

consumes a lot more power than other logic families such as CMOS logic because each 

current tree has current flowing all the time and the logic only switches the path of the 

current. To reduce power consumption, it should have either less constant current or 

lower power supply voltage. The power supply voltage can be reduced in the crossbar 
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switch by using a high speed data path portion built with HBTs while using FETs for the 

relatively slower configuration parts.  

 

 

Figure 38 The schematic of BiCMOS Current Mode Logic multiplexer with high 
speed data channels and relatively slower configuration. 

 

The schematic of the multiplexer is shown in Figure 38. In the case of FETs, 

operating between triode and cut off region slows the switching speed of the FET. The 

signal level of the high speed data part is level two (-950mV ~ -1.2V) since the previous 

stage is the emitter follower output (also level two) to improve driving capability and fan 

out. If the configuration part is also HBT, the signal level of these should be level three 

(-1.9V ~ 2.15V). So the voltage level of the configuration part HBT’s emitter side will 

be around -3V. Therefore to achieve enough headroom, the difference between power 

and ground should be much more than 3V. However, by replacing HBTs with FETs in 

the bottom level of the tree, the supply voltage could be reduced. The CMOS logic level 

(VEE for logic 0 and VCC for logic 1) is used for the second level input. If logic 1 is 

applied to turn the NFET on, it will be in the triode region. In this case the transistor can 

be modeled as a resistor as follows: 
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L

W  is the width to length 

ratio and Vth is the threshold voltage. 

However this architecture saves power in two ways at the cost of speed degradation. 

First, in the triode region, Vds is small. It thus allows us to reduce height of the current 

tree. From equation (5-1), we can achieve more headroom by increasing the width of the 

NFET, however it will cause more delay to turn the transistor on and off. Secondly, 

CMOS logic can be used instead of CML, for the configuration circuits. This saves 

layout space and power consumption as MOS transistors are usually smaller than HBTs 

and CMOS logic does not need constant bias current as CML does. Figure 39 shows the 

use of level converters between high speed CML parts and configuration parts to adjust 

the logic level difference. 

 

 

Figure 39 High speed low power scheme 
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From equation  (5-1), we can achieve more headroom by increasing the width of the 

NFET, however it will cause more delay to turn the transistor on and off. Secondly, 

CMOS logic can be used instead of CML, for the configuration circuits. This saves 

layout space and power consumption as MOS transistors are usually smaller than HBTs 

and CMOS logic does not need constant bias current as CML does. 

 

5.1.2 Inter-channel noise interference 

A multiplexer forms a crucial component in a crossbar switch. Its main role is selecting a 

desired channel without influence from any other unselected paths. Current Mode Logic 

(CML) is a fully differential design methodology for high frequency performance. In 

addition to a speed advantage, it has better noise immunity over single ended designs 

because of common mode rejection [67]. However conventional CML multiplexers 

suffer from inter-channel noise interference. This interference increases jitter and 

amplitude fluctuations of the selected signal. Design methods and analysis of CML have 

been discussed previously but they focus on the performance of the active current tree 

[68][69][70].  

Figure 40 shows the inter-channel noise interference in CML multiplexers. The 

multiplexer is configured to have the gate of T1 high and T2 low. This steers the current 

to the left half of current tree. There is no current between drain and source of T2, 

however, switching current flows through Q3 and Q4 whenever in1 and in1_b are 

toggled. The mechanism of unwanted current generation can be explained using the 

Ebers Moll model of the Q3 transistor (Figure 40). Since Q3 and Q4 should be in the cut 

off region. Even when they are in cut off a high frequency input signal generates 

unwanted current flow to the collectors of Q3, and Q4 HBTs. Both diodes in the Ebers 

Moll model in Figure 40 are in reverse bias so IR and IF have negligible current flow and 

current amplification αR and αF are also very low. Therefore unwanted switching current 

is generated from input voltage switching and the series RC circuit in the Ebers Moll 

model. Only collector current affects the distortion of the output signal.  

Simulated switching noise current is shown in Figure 41. In the simulation, in0 and 

in0_b are fixed to one logic level therefore the output of the multiplexer should be fixed 
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to one logic level. However in1 and in1_b, which are on the unselected side, alone are 

toggled to generate the switching noise current to simplify the analysis. However in the 

real case, the output of the multiplexer does not stay in one logic level so it causes more 

complicated inter channel noise current generation. 

 

 

Figure 40 (a) Inter-channel noise interference in a conventional multiplexer set to 
direct in0 and in0_b to the output. (b) Simplified high frequency model of 
transistor Q3 
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Figure 41 (a) Square wave input to Q3 and leakage current (b) Sine wave input to 
Q3 and leakage current. 
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5.1.3 Cascaded isolation stage and multiplexer 

 

 

Figure 42 Signals before isolation multiplexer and after isolation multiplexer 

 

Cascaded isolation circuitry is similar to [64] except control parts are NMOS. By putting 

one more stage before 4:1 multiplexer, it is possible to reduce affection from unselected 

inputs, which is shown in Figure 42. Only selected input has normal CML amplitude 

(more than 250mV) others are suppress to low amplitude (less than 10mV). Simulation 

results shown in Figure 43 are done with parasitic effects. Amplitude of output signals 

are fluctuating without Isolation multiplexer. Fluctuating signal can be a cause of jitter. 

Cascaded isolation stage increases power consumption, signal delay and size of the chip. 
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Bigger chip size induces more parasitic resistance and capacitance which decreases 

circuit performance.  

 

 

Figure 43 Simulation results of conventional Mux and Mux with isolation 

 

5.1.4 BiCMOS cascode isolation multiplexer 

5.1.4.1 The cascode configuration 

The cascode configuration is typically used for boosting operating frequency. The high 

speed operation can be explained from the differential half circuit shown in Figure 44. 

The common-base stage (Q1), which is located above the common-emitter stage (Q2), 

Without Isolation Mux

With Isolation Mux
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reduces the load resistance seen by the lower stage from R to input resistance (re) of Q1. 

Lower effective load resistance increases the bandwidth of the transistor (Q2), since the 

Miller effect reduces the input capacitance of Q2 caused by capacitance between base 

and collector [72]. The common-base stage of Q1 does not suffer from the Miller effect 

because there is no high frequency feedback from output to input as seen in the common 

emitter case. Using more transistors could also cause more parasitic effects due to the 

bigger layout size. However, the fast operation of cascode configuration nullifies the 

drawback of using more transistors. 

 

 

Figure 44 Cascode configuration 

 

5.1.4.2 BiCMOS cascode isolating multiplexer 

Figure 45 shows the schematic of the novel cascode isolating multiplexer that blocks the 

switching noise and reduces signal jitter. The circuit has cascode connected HBTs 

(Q1~Q4) which share their inputs with the gates of NFETs (T1~T2). The selection 

signals (sel0 and sel1) are either VCC or VEE since they are connected to the output of 

CMOS logic. If sel0 is high to turn T1 on, Q1 and Q2 become biased to VCC. Therefore 

a cascode configuration is established at the left half of the multiplexer. The data thus 

gets delivered at high speed through the Q5 and Q6 transistor pair. At the same time, 
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input to the gate of T2 is low and T2 is off so no current flows through the right half of 

the multiplexer. The base of Q3 and Q4 becomes VEE and it blocks any leakage current 

flow into Q7 and Q8 as shown in Figure 46. Complete isolation of those two HBTs 

allows the multiplexer to chooses in0 and in0_b without any influence from in1 and 

in1_b. 

 

 

Figure 45 The schematic of BiCMOS cascode isolating multiplexer with high-speed 
data channels and relatively slower configuration 

 

A previously published isolation multiplexer required an extra pre-isolation stage 

followed by the regular multiplexer [64]. However the BiCMOS cascode isolating 

multiplexer described in this paper does not need this extra stage that adds to the gate 

delay and power consumption. 
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Figure 46 BiCMOS cascode isolating multiplexer set to direct in0 and in0_b to the 
output. Unselected side is completely isolated from output 

 

 

Figure 47 Layout of the isolation multiplexer 
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5.1.4.3 Simulation result of BiCMOS cascode isolating multiplexer 

The parasitic extracted simulations have been done to evaluate the cascode isolation 

multiplexer in three different ways. First, applying two different frequency signals to 

verify cascode isolating multiplexer is better choice for the frequency selector. Second, 

same frequency signals with different phase are applied to the both multiplexers. Lastly, 

pseudo random signals are applied to both multiplexers to see it is better for digital 

systems as well.  

For the first simulations, 33GHz and 38GHz signals are applied to both the 

conventional and novel multiplexer. The comparison of simulation results are shown in 

Figure 48. Figure 48(a) shows the selected 38GHz signal has a 5GHz periodic ripple 

when the conventional multiplexer is used. The frequency of unwanted ripple is the 

same as the difference between the two input frequencies. The circuit is designed to be a 

multiplexer and not an RF mixer but it works similar to a mixer in this case. 

 

 

Figure 48 Applying different frequency to the inputs (a) Conventional multiplexer 
output with some ripple (b) Isolation multiplexer output without any ripple 
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Figure 48 (b) shows the 38GHz output of the BiCMOS cascode isolation 

multiplexer. It has a clean output with no ripple. Also periodic iterations of the 

multiplexer output signals are shown in Figure 49. It also proves the output of the 

isolating multiplexer has much less jitter than the conventional multiplexer. 

 

 

Figure 49 Applying different frequency to the inputs (a) Periodic iteration of 
conventional multiplexer output  with some jitter (b) Periodic iteration of isolation 
multiplexer with much less jitter 

 

Figure 50 shows the simulation result of the multiplexer as a phase router. The 

multiple stages LC voltage controlled oscillator generates the multiphase 40GHz signal 

and feed two different phased signals to both conventional and novel multiplexers. 

Transient responses of both conventional and novel multiplexer are shown in Figure 50. 

The ripple is less serious compare to previous simulation at a different frequency but it is 
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easily distinguished by phase noise simulation. They have 2 dB difference between 

conventional and isolation multiplexer 40GHz at 100K Hz away from center. 

 

 

Figure 50 Applying different phases to the inputs (a) Conventional multiplexer 
output (b) Isolation multiplexer output 

 

Next simulation results shown in Figure 52 and Figure 53 are done by applying 80 

Gb/s pseudo random signal and toggle signal to multiplexers. Both conventional and 

isolation multiplexers are set to choose 80 Gb/s pseudo random signal.  The toggle signal 

from other side only affects the output of conventional multiplexer shown in Figure 53. 
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Figure 51 Phase noise simulation of conventional multiplexer applying two 
different phases to each input. 40 GHz at 100K hz (a) Conventional multiplexer (b) 
Isolation multiplexer 

 

 

Figure 52 Applying 80 Gb/s pseudo random signal and toggle signal (a) 
Conventional multiplexer (b) Isolation multiplexer 
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Figure 53 80 Gb/s eye diagram (a) Conventional multiplexer (b) Isolation 
multiplexer 

 

5.2 Crossbar switch for phased array antenna 

5.2.1 Crossbar switch architecture for phased array antenna systems 

The Crossbar switch with SiGe BiCMOS is a good candidate for overcoming frequency 

barrier of phase supplying module. Multi-phase voltage control oscillator (VCO) 

produces 16-phase 40GHz signals for the phased array antenna and 8x8 differential 
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crossbar switch is used to connect between VCO and antenna (Figure 54). 16 phase 

40GHz signals allow us to implement 40+α GHz phase array systems. The architecture 

of phased array receiver is that 40 + α GHz signals, which comes from the air, are 

amplified by LNA and are down-converted by MIXER which mixes 40+ α GHz from 

LNA and 40 GHz from VCO. Every operation can be reversed to make phased array 

transmitter. Both receiver and transmitter need phase supplying module. Crossbar switch 

can be programmed to make antennas choose proper phases among the 16 different 

phases.  

The crossbar switch comprises multiple inputs and multiple outputs with an array of 

cross-points. When a cross-point is closed, it creates a connection between an input and 

an output. It is a non-blocking signal router that guarantees a block free path from input 

to output. Current Mode Logic (CML) implemented in SiGe BiCMOS is used to attain 

high- frequency operation of the switch. The architecture of the HBT crossbar switch 

evolved from a previous HBT crossbar switch [57]. The new crossbar switch in this 

paper includes the following features: critical signals requiring high speed use 

Heterojunction Bipolar Transistors (HBT) [71] while slower signals use Field Effect 

Transistors (FET) to save power; a cascode isolation multiplexer is applied to reduce 

jitter. This design permits wide band or tunable narrow band operation. 

This SiGe BiCMOS high speed crossbar switch is thus a good candidate for the 

phase selecting module of phased array antenna systems since its high frequency 

operation maximizes the spatial efficiency by reducing antenna size and space between 

each element [6], [73]. A multiphase LC tank VCO generates a 35~40GHz signal that is 

delivered to the output by the crossbar switch with the appropriate phase. 

Figure 54 shows the block diagram of the crossbar switch for phased array antenna 

systems. It comprises a 3:8 decoder, 8 registers, symmetric data path network with 

multiplexers and a multiphase voltage controlled oscillator (VCO). The data path of the 

16x8 crossbar switch employs differential logic, so each path contains two phases 

simultaneously (i.e. θ, θ+π) and is implemented with seven 2:1 multiplexers followed by 

a sign selector (Figure 55). Sign selectors choose either θ or θ+π. The input address 

consists of 4th bits with 3 of them for choosing one out of 8 inputs and the 4th bit used as 

a sign selection bit. This input address is equally distributed to each register and the 
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output address goes into the 3:8 decoder. When the output decoder gives the register the 

write-enable signal the input address is stored in it. It remains valid until new decoder 

output signal chooses the register to latch a new input address. This architecture makes it 

possible to transmit phase information to any of the output terminals without influencing 

other paths. To reconfigure all the blocks the decoder gives the enable signal one by one 

to all the registers.  It takes 160ps to reconfigure them. Eight cascaded LC tank VCOs 

are used to generate 16 phase signals and they flow through equal length paths to each 

multiplexer.   

 

 

Figure 54 Block diagram of phased array antenna with crossbar switch 

 

 

Figure 55 7 2:1 multiplexers followed by a sign selector 
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The phase distribution network is shown in Figure 56. Each phase is distributed 

through repeaters that include a symmetrical buffer and emitter follower. The maximum 

fan out is limited to two. An emitter follower is placed in front of the multiplexer to 

prevent the phase signals from being loaded differently.  Thus, multiple multiplexers 

selecting the same phase don’t affect loading. A 2mA bias current is flowing through 

each 2:1 multiplexer and each buffer consumes 1.9mA or 3.4mA, depending on fan out. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 56 Phase distribution network (a) Block diagram (b) Layout 
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5.3 Simulation and measured result of phased array antenna system 

The crossbar switch for digital signal router and phase selector utilizes the fast SiGe 

BiCMOS technology, IBM 8HP 0.13μm. The schematic simulation was done with 

whole chip. Parasitic extracted simulation is more precise than schematic simulation 

however its simulation keeps crashing since it uses too much memory. The simulated 

result shows 40GHz three different phases. Each phase is 1.5ps away from next phase.  

 

 

Figure 57 Phased array antenna simulated waveform 

 

The test bench block diagram is illustrated in Figure 58. The output address of the 

crossbar switch is connected to the internal clock and divider circuits as shown in Figure 

58. This connection provides the write enable signal to each registers one by one. The 

ON/OFF switch box located outside the chip can select the desired phase by setting up 

the input address through the switch box. The crossbar switch test chip dies were tested 

as bare dies on a Tektronix probe station using three GGB Picoprobe Multi-Contact 

Wedge probes. One of the three probes is mainly used for power delivery. This power 

delivery probes has 10 pins consisting of two signal and four sets of power and ground  
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Figure 58 Test bench block diagram of the crossbar switch for phased array 
antenna systems 

 

pins. To minimize IR-drop of VCC! and VEE! two different layers of power rail are 

placed in a lattice pattern. All crossing sections of the two different metal layers are 

connected to make the power grid more stable. The other two 16-pin probes consist of 

10 signals and three sets of power and ground pins. The output signal of the test chip is 

measured using a Tektronix 11 801C Digital Sampling Oscilloscope with an SD-32 

remote sampling head and SD-51 trigger head through 50-ohm cables. To compare the 

input and output phase noise of the crossbar switch, an Rohde & Schwarz FSP38 

spectrum analyzer is used. The crossbar switch for phased array antenna system has 

overall dimensions of 1.5mm by 1.1mm. It is composed of 3816 HBTs and 2040 FETs. 

Each cell which includes multiplexers, buffers and registers has 179 HBTs and 116 

FETs. 

A die microphotograph of the test chip is shown in Figure 59. It has dimension of 

2.8mm by 3.1mm. Additional area for the test chip is used for power routing and I/O 

pads. The test chip consumes 8 W using a 2.5V supply. The core crossbar switch 

accounts for 5.7W for the all active channels and 2.2W for the one active channel. Worst 
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case power consumption of each block is analyzed in a simulation, as shown in Table 5. 

Measured wave forms with different phases (3 phases) are shown in Figure 60. Two 

different output channels with same phase are shown in Figure 61. The amplitude jitter 

of the measured signal is caused by probe noise and an artifact of the sampling 

oscilloscope’s reconstruction of the high frequency signal. 

 

 

Figure 59 Microphotograph of the crossbar switch for phased array antenna 
systems 

 

Figure 62 shows the measured phase noise of the 16-phase VCO and switch output 

of 38.8GHz. The SSB phase noises of the 16-phase VCO are -98.85dBc/Hz at 1MHz 

offset frequency. The crossbar switch added 10dBc/Hz at 1MHz offset. Measured RMS 

jitter is 466fs for the 16-phase VCO and 959fs for the crossbar switch. 
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 Current 
(mA) 

Power 

(mW) 
Ratio (%) 

16- Phase VCO 136 340 4 

8 Multiplexers 380 950 12 

Phase distribution networks 1460 3650 45 

Decoder 285 712 9 

Registers 170 425 5 

I/O , dividers, and repeaters 804 2010 25 

Total 3235 8087 100 

Table 5 Power distribution of the chip 

 

 

 

 

Figure 60 Measured result of crossbar switch for phased array antenna 
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Figure 61 Two different output channel with same phase 

 

 

 

Figure 62 Measured phase noise of the 16-phase VCO and output of the crossbar 
switch 
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5.4 Performance expectations of the crossbar switch using upcoming 
IBM BiCMOS kit 

 

 

Figure 63 fT vs current density curves of 7HP, 8HP, and 8XP and their 
power/speed tradeoffs [74] 

 

The IBM 8XP BiCMOS model is an early preview of the upcoming IBM BiCMOS kit. 

The fT of 8XP is 350GHz which is 140GHz faster than the current 8HP model [75],[76]. 

The cutoff frequencies (fT) versus current densities of the 7HP, 8HP and 8XP kits 

are illustrated in Figure 63. The figure shows tradeoffs that can be made with a faster kit. 

The performance can be increased to point 1 from original point by swapping 8HP kit to 

8XP without current density change. Also point 3 indicates that same performance with 

approximately 70% lower power can be achieved by using 8XP kit instead of 8HP. In 

addition, ultra high frequency performance can be achieved by increasing bias current 

and using 8XP kit (point 2). To predict potential performance of the crossbar switch as a 

digital interconnector using upcoming model, simulations have been done by swapping 
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the 8HP with 8XP model in the crossbar switch. Figure 64 shows simulation result of 

80Gb/s and 100Gb/s digital signal to 8HP crossbar switch and 8XP crossbar switch. 

Figure 65 is the bandwidth plot of the 8HP and 8XP multiplexer. 8XP multiplexer 

has roughly a 29% higher bandwidth than the 8HP. The biasing circuits have not been 

re-tuned for optimal current which should yield further speed improvements for the 8XP. 

 

 

Figure 64 (a) Eye diagram of 8HP crossbar switch (80Gb/s) (b) Eye diagram of 8XP 
crossbar switch (100Gb/s) 
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Figure 65  Simulated bandwidth plot of multiplexer using 8HP and 8XP kits 
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6. Column and Row Architecture of Crossbar Switch for 40GHz 2D 
Phased Array Antenna Systems 

 

6.1 Steering azimuth and altitude 

Previous architecture can steer only azimuth (or altitude). Column and row architecture 

of crossbar switch steers the beam in azimuth and in altitude at the same time. This is 

done by summing appropriate phases from the corresponding column and row. It allows 

us to steer the azimuth and altitude by controlling each separate crossbar switches as 

shown in Figure 66. 

 

 

Figure 66 Steering azimuth and altitude 

 

Beam steering scheme does not depend on absolute phases but on phase differences 

between the array elements. Therefore we can assume reference phase is located on 

(x,y)=(1(first),1(first)) and each element has ϕ’ differences along the row and θ’ 

differences along the column (Figure 66). 

The phase of element (x,y) relative to (1,1) element is then given by 
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Where d is distance between each element, and k0 is the wave number of free space 

(k0=2π/λ). So the radiation pattern can be written as following, 
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Where ),( ϕϑSe  is the element radiation pattern. 

 

6.2 Architecture of the 2D phased array antenna 

6.2.1 Block diagram of the 2D phased array antenna 

 

 

Figure 67 Block diagram of 2D phased array antenna 

 

It consists of two crossbar switches, a multi-phase VCO and Gilbert multipliers [77]. 

Phases feeding structure from outputs of the crossbar switch is fed to each Gilbert 

multiplier. These have equal length to preserve phase information (Figure 67). Gilbert 
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multiplier adds not only the phases but also the frequency. So the output of Gilbert 

multiplier will be 40GHz signals which contain azimuth and altitude information. 

 

6.2.2 Gilbert multiplier  

The Gilbert multiplier is the basis for most integrated circuit balanced multiplier systems. 

It consists of the series connection of an emitter coupled pair with two cross coupled 

(Figure 68). It has natural configuration for creating quadrature phase modulators and 

detector. The structure of the Gilbert multiplier is same as current mode logic (CML) 

EXOR gate. Therefore it could be also used as a phase detector. There are single 

balanced mixers and double balanced mixers. Gilbert multiplier is double balanced 

mixer and it is slightly complex than single balanced mixers but it has better RF to IF 

and LO to IF rejection. Upper level transistors form a multiplication function 

multiplying the linear signal current from lower level transistors with the signal A and 

A_bar which provide the switching function. 

 

 

Figure 68 Schematic of the Gilbert multiplier with emitter flowers 
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Figure 69 Simulation result of the Gilbert multiplier 
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Part IV Test Signal Generation and Peripheral Circuits  
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7. Test signals generation and peripheral circuits 

 

7.1 80 Gb/s pseudorandom signal generation 

High speed pseudo random signal is needed to get actual eye diagram of the crossbar 

switch. The clock frequency for LFSR (Linear Feedback Shift Register) has to be 

80GHz to generate 80Gb/s random signal. However a circuit works at 80GHz is very 

difficult to design and fabricate from the current technology (8HP). So half rate clocking 

serializer with IBM 8HP 0.13 μm SiGe BiCMOS is employed to realize high speed 

random signal. The 4:1 half-rate serializer has the half-rate clocking scheme shown in 

Figure 70. 40 GHz clock could be generated from LC tank oscillator or function 

generator from outside of the chip. Figure 70 shows the block diagram of the 4:1 half-

rate serializer for 80 Gb/s pseudorandom signal. It consists of three 2:1 multiplexers 

connected in tree style cascade manner and a linear feedback shift register (LFSR), a 

frequency divider, and VCO. 

 

 

Figure 70 Block diagram of half-rate serializer for 80 Gb/s pseudorandom signal 

 

7.1.1 Linear feedback shift register (LFSR) 

Linear feedback shift register is designed to generate pseudorandom signal. It is the most 

widely used built in self test (BIST) technique these days. It consists of shift register and 
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EX-OR gate and each shift register output produces certain length of repeated 

pseudorandom signal. If the number of register is n, the pseudorandom signal repeats 

every 12 −n  bits. The mod-two feedback connections for repeated bit are generally 

specified by a primitive polynomial of degree n [58]. This polynomial can be written as 

follows. 

121 ⊕⊕⊕⊕⊕ −− xxxx nnn K  [58] 

Primitive polynomial makes this repeated pseudorandom signal quite attractive. The 

most significant property is the frequency of occurrence of one and zero is close to 

balanced. And also the statistic of occurrence of di-bits, tri-bits, and four-tuples is 

attractive. Primitive polynomial can be more than one. For example, primitive 

polynomial of degree 4 could be both 134 ⊕⊕ xx  and 114 ⊕⊕ xx . Degree 4 shift 

register is designed to simplify the test bit generation. Following Figure 71 shows the 

implementation of 134 ⊕⊕ xx  

 

 

Figure 71 Implementation of primitive polynomial of degree 4 

 

Table 6 lists a set of primitive polynomials. This is however not a unique primitive 

polynomial table. There could be a lot of other primitive polynomial sets, when degree n 

is larger than 2. Primitive polynomial for n up through 168 is provided by W.Stahnke 

[59].  

If all the values in each register are 0, the LFSR will not work properly. It will 

produce 0 forever. There must be reset function to initiate LFSR. Degree 4 LFSR is 

designed as Figure 72. 
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n Primitive Polynomial n Primitive Polynomial 

2 12 ⊕⊕ xx  12 134712 ⊕⊕⊕⊕ xxxx  

3 13 ⊕⊕ xx  13 13413 ⊕⊕⊕⊕ xxxx  

4 14 ⊕⊕ xx  14 1111214 ⊕⊕⊕⊕ xxxx  

5 125 ⊕⊕ xx  15 115 ⊕⊕ xx  

6 16 ⊕⊕ xx  16 123516 ⊕⊕⊕⊕ xxxx  

7 17 ⊕⊕ xx  17 1317 ⊕⊕ xx  

8 1568 ⊕⊕⊕ xxx  18 1718 ⊕⊕ xx  

9 149 ⊕⊕ xx  19 15619 ⊕⊕⊕⊕ xxxx  

10 1310 ⊕⊕ xx  20 1320 ⊕⊕ xx  

11 1211 ⊕⊕ xx  21 1221 ⊕⊕ xx  

Table 6 A short table of primitive polynomial [58]  

 

Applied primitive polynomial is 14 ⊕⊕ xx  and extra OR gate is used to reset the 

LFSR. If reset is set to 1 (High), at least one of D flip flop is set to 1 to prevent 

malfunction. After resetting the register, it should be switched to 0 (Low) for the normal 

operation. The supplied clock frequency is 20 GHz to obtain a 20Gb/s pseudo-random 

pattern. The clock signal can be supplied either by on-chip VCO or as external input.  

 

 

Figure 72 Block diagram of degree 4 LFSR 
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Figure 73 Layout of degree 4 LFSR 

 

The pattern is repeating every 15th bit since it is degree 4 LFSR. Repeating pseudo-

random pattern is 111101011001000 and each output of D flip flop has one bit delay to 

the previous output. Figure 74 shows the one of four LFSR outputs and it matches with 

the expected pattern. 

 

 

Figure 74 Parasitic extracted simulation result of degree 4 LFSR 
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7.1.2 The 4:1 half rate transmitter 

The 4:1 half rate transmitter consists of two 2:1 multiplexer which operate at half-rate 

clock frequency, one 2:1 high speed multiplexer which operates at full clock frequency, 

five data retiming D flip-flops, a frequency divider, and buffers.  The entire design 

employs CML gate logic. The inverted clock doesn’t cause skew problem since CML is 

fully differential. The main clock signal, generated from external  function generator or 

using an internal VCO, is divided into a half frequency and feeds to two 2:1 slower 

multiplexer and flip-flops located in front of the multiplexer (Figure 75).  Signal D0, D1, 

D2, and D3 (20Gb/s) are from each stage output of LFSR. Signal M0 (40Gb/s) is 

serialized output of D0 and D1. In the same way, M1 (40Gb/s) is obtained by serializing 

D2 and D3. Thus repeating bit length of M is twice that of the D. Signal L (80Gb/s) 

serialized M0 and M1. Consequently, it contains all the data of D0, D1, D2, and D3. Bit 

length of L is quadruple of D’s( ie 60=15*4).  

 

 

Figure 75 The 4:1 Half rate transmitter 
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Figure 76 The layout of full rate clock MUX 

 

Figure 77 shows the half rate clock multiplexer’s inputs and serialized output. 

Figure 78 shows the parasitic extracted simulation result of the first half rate clock 

multiplexer which matches to expected result. The simulation has to be done with 

parasitic extracted (both parasitic resistor and capacitor) since there is big clock 

distribution delay difference between schematic simulation (without parasitic effect) and 

real circuit on chip. This difference might ruin correct retiming scheme and produces 
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unexpected  result. Figure 79 shows the parasitic extracted simulation result of final full 

rate clock multiplexer output. The result can be predicted in same manner as half rate 

clock multiplexer. The simulation result matches to predicted bit pattern.  

 

 

Figure 77 Predicted half rate clock multiplexer inputs (D0 and D1) and output (M0) 

 

 

 

Figure 78 Parasitic extracted simulation result of the first 2:1 multiplexer output 
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Figure 79 Parasitic extracted simulation result of the last 2:1 multiplexer output 

 

Eye diagram simulation has been done with parasitic resistor and capacitor extracted 

(shown in Figure 80). Internal LC VCO is used for clock source. Figure 81(a) shows 

maximum performance (99Gb/s) of random signal generator. It starts losing bits when it 

reaches 100Gb/s(Figure 81 (b)).  It consumes 1.24W (496mA * 2.5V) 

 

 

Figure 80 Parasitic extracted eye diagram simulation of high speed random signal 
generator (80Gb/s)  
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(a) 

  
 (b) 

Figure 81 Parasitic extracted eye diagram simulation of high speed random signal 
generator at 27 O C (a) Maximum performance 99Gb/s, (b) It starts loosing bits at 
100Gb/s 

 

 
(a) 
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(b) 

 

Figure 82 Parasitic extracted eye diagram simulation of high speed random signal 
generator at 85O C (a) Maximum performance 88Gb/s, (b) It starts loosing bits at 
90Gb/s 

 

 

Figure 83 Layout of the 80Gb/s random signal generator 
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The test chip of the random signal generator is fabricated and tested. High speed 

clock is provided from outside clock generator however the clock signal is attenuated if 

it is faster than around 20GHz because of physically long wire and skin effect. . 

 

 

Figure 84 Microphotograph and layout of the random signal generator 

Figure 84 shows the microphotograph and layout of the random signal generator.  

Measured eye diagram for the random signal generator is shown in Figure 85. Maximum 

speed is 40 Gb/s with 2.16 ps RMS jitter.  

 

 

Figure 85 Measured eye diagram of the random signal generator (a) 9.5Gb/s (b) 
40Gb/s 
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7.2 40GHz 16-phase voltage controlled oscillator 

To generate 40 GHz 16-phase signal for phased array antenna, LC-ring oscillator has 

been designed. It is not possible to make 40 GHz 16-phase signal with normal delay-cell 

ring oscillator, since its frequency depends on propagation delay of each stage and the 

number of stages. Delay of each stage cannot be reduced less than 3.5ps in available 

technology so far. Wire capacitance and resistance add more delay to the stage.  

The frequency of delay cell ring oscillator is  

delayN
f

τ2
1

=    

where N is the number of stages and τdelay is delay of each cell. Eight stages are needed 

to generate 16 phase, but its frequency cannot be faster than 18GHz even in ideal case.  

 

 Delay Cell Ring Oscillator LC tank Oscillator 

Advantages  Small die area   occupancy

 Wide tuning range 

 Highly integrated in 

VLSI 

 Low phase noise and 

jitter 

 Maximum frequency 

of multistage 

oscillator is close to 

single stage oscillator

Disadvantage

s 

 As frequency increases, 

phase noise and jitter 

become worse 

 As the number of stages 

increase, maximum 

oscillating frequency is 

reduced 

 Inductor and 

varactor (capacitor) 

occupy large die area

 Narrow tuning range

Table 7 Advantages and disadvantages of the delay cell ring oscillator and LC tank 
oscillator 
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The frequency of LC-tank oscillator is 

LC
f

π2
1

=  

Frequency of the eight stage LC ring oscillator is slightly different from single stage LC-

tank oscillator. The frequency of multiphase LC-ring oscillator will be discussed in next 

section (Chapter5.3.1).  

The advantages and disadvantages of delay cell ring oscillator and LC tank 

oscillator is formulated in above table (Table 7). Designer has to choose proper VCO by 

estimating the trade off between “delay-cell” and “LC tank” oscillator. 

7.2.1 Architecture of multiphase LC-ring oscillator 

The LC-ring oscillator consists of multiple LC-tank oscillators connected in cascade 

manner. The frequency generation mechanism is totally different from a delay-cell ring 

oscillator. The frequency of delay-cell ring oscillator depends on the delay time of each 

cell and total number of cells, however that of LC-ring oscillator is generated from 

resonance frequency of the LC tank and the number of cells slightly affect to it. 

 

 

Figure 86 Concept of cascade effect of identical bandpass filter [60] 
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Each unit LC-tank cell can be considered as a bandpass filter. Cascade connections 

of bandpass filters are filtering the noise more sharply as the number of the bandpass 

filters increases. (Figure 86) 

Figure 87 shows unit LC tank oscillator. Voltage between two varactor controls the 

capacitance of LC tank. There is a diode at the top to protect VCC from voltage 

fluctuation by inductor. It keeps output voltage swing less than VCC. 

The small signal model for unit LC-tank oscillator is shown on Figure 88. It only 

includes one side of differential pair for convenience.  

 

 

Figure 87 Unit LC-tank oscillator 

 

 

Figure 88 Small signal model of unit LC tank oscillator 
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The transfer function of the unit LC tank oscillator can be derived as following.  

( ) )(*0*10*31 jwZoutgmingmout +−=  

where the 

jwL
jwC

Rp

jwZ
11

1)(
++

=   and Rp is parasitic resistance of LC tank. 

“out1” is differential pair of “out0” (out1 = -out0).  

1*)(1
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0)(

gmjwZ
gmjwZ

in
outjwH

−
==  

)1(*1
3*

0
0)( 2 gmGpjwLLCw

gmjwL
in

outjwH
−+−

==  

where Gp =1/Rp. 

Multiphase LC ring oscillator is composed of cascade connected LC unit oscillators with 

feed back. Therefore closed loop transfer function of overall system will be  

( )
( )N

N

jwH
jwHTF

)(1
)(

+
=     

where N is the number of unit LC oscillator and greater than 2. To satisfy the oscillation 

condition denominator of closed loop transfer function has to be “0”.  

( ) 1)( −=NjwH    

It is more convenient to split the condition into phase and magnitude.  
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Phase condition is given by 
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And magnitude condition is given by 

1
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Both phase and magnitude conditions bring out following calculations. 
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Therefore oscillation frequency of LC-ring oscillator is  
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 Above equation shows that if N=1 then k approaches to infinity and frequency will be 

LC
f

π2
1

=  as we expected. If N=2, then k becomes 0 which generates the fastest 

oscillation. As we increase N after 2, k keeps increasing to infinity. Therefore frequency 

is decreasing after N=2 and it is approaching to the same frequency as single stage LC 

oscillator.  
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Figure 89  8-Stages LC ring oscillator 

 

“Cross connection” is defined as a connection between out0 of a stage and in0 of 

next stage. Then connection between out0 of a stage and in1 of next stage will be 

defined as “direct connection”. LC ring oscillator needs (N-1) cross connection and 1 

direct connection (where N is the number of stages). Phase differences between each 

stages will be π/Ν for cross connection and (N+1)∗π/Ν for direct connection (Figure 89). 

A multiphase LC VCO for phased array antenna systems has 8 cascaded LC tanks thus 

the oscillation frequency is very similar to the resonant frequency of a single LC tank 

VCO. The simulation result is shown in Figure 91. If N=2, the oscillation frequency is 

far off from the resonant frequency so it degrades the phase noise but 8 cascaded LC 

tanks generate an oscillation frequency only 700MHz higher than the resonance 

frequency. Therefore phase noise degradation due to resonance frequency mismatch is 

much smaller than in the quadrature LC oscillator case (Figure 91). The first order linear 

approximation of the quality factor QN (Quality factor of N cascaded LC tank) can be 

found in [62]. 

( ) ( )resPresN QNQ φφ cos××≈  [62] 
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where QP is the quality factor of single LC tank oscillator and φres is the phase difference 

between the effective current Itot and the oscillator stage current IOSC as shown in Figure 

90.   

 

Figure 90 Phasor diagram; IOSC is the current flows in the oscillations transistor 
(M1 or M2 in Figure 87). Icou is the current in the coupled transistor (M3 or M4 in 
Figure 87). The effective current Itot is the vector sum of Iosc and Icou.　φres + φcou is 
22.5o since it has 16 phases. 

 

Eight stages make φres only 11.25O. Thus the phase noise is decreased by increasing 

the number of the stage. The amount of the phase noise is improved with 

( )( )resN φ2coslog10 × , which is derived from [62]. We can expect an 8 cascaded LC 

VCO has 8.86dBc/Hz lower phase noise at 1MHz offset than a single LC VCO using the 

above equation. Simulation results prove the approximation is very accurate (Figure 91). 

 

Figure 91 Phase noise simulations of different number of stages; (N=number of the 
stage, f=operation frequency, PN= phase noise at 1MHz offset) 
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The frequency tuning range is relatively small compared to a delay cell ring 

oscillator since it utilizes the voltage difference of a varactor diode to adjust the 

capacitance of an LC-tank. Each LC-tank VCO includes an LC-tank to obtain a 

resonance frequency and an active device to compensate the losses in the resistance of 

the LC-tank.  

 

7.2.2 Simulation and measurement results 

All the simulations are done with parasitic effect. Control voltage is swept from 0V to -

2.5V. The frequency tuning range is relatively small compared to a delay cell ring 

oscillator since it utilizes the voltage difference of a varactor diode to adjust the 

capacitance of an LC-tank. Each LC-tank VCO includes an LC-tank to obtain a 

resonance frequency and an active device to compensate the losses in the resistance of 

the LC-tank. Figure 92 shows the parasitic extracted simulation of the 16-phase LC-tank 

VCO. Figure 93 shows the comparison between simulated and measured frequency of 

the 16-phase VCO. Measured tuning range is 35GHz-40GHz, which is a 12.5% tuning 

range of the maximum frequency. The measurement result shows that frequency and 

tuning range are slightly lower than the simulation results since there is some 

discrepancy between the parasitic extracted model and the fabricated chip. The layout of 

16 phase VCO has been done symmetrically as shown in Fig. 15 

 

Figure 92 Parasitic extracted simulation plot of 16-phase VCO 
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Figure 93 Frequency comparison between parasitic extracted simulation and 
measured result 

 

Figure 94 Phase noise simulation -99.58 dB (38.5GHz @ 1MHz, parasitic extracted 
simulation) 
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Figure 95 Measured phase noise -99dB (38.5GHz @ 1MGz) 

 

 

Figure 96 Layout of LC-ring oscillator 
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7.3 Pad receiver design 

 

 

Figure 97 Schematic of the pad receiver for high frequency CML inputs 

 

A pad receiver is needed to provide the connection between outside signal and inside of 

the chip. The signal from outside can fluctuate easily so the pad receiver needs 

protection against damage to inside of the chip. In addition the pad can accumulate the 

electrostatic charge that can break the circuits, therefore proper protection is needed. 

Figure 97 shows the schematic of the pad receiver for high frequency CML inputs. A 

fifty ohm resistor is placed between pad and VCC! to match the characteristic impedance. 

Electrostatic discharge (ESD) devices are connected between pad and VCC! as well as 

VEE!. If large voltage (larger than VCC!) flows into pad driver, the diode between pad 

and VCC! becomes forward bias and current flow to the VCC!. Also if the voltage 

which is lower than VEE! is applied, the diodes between pad and VEE! become a 

forward bias and current will flows from VEE!. A metal-insulator-metal (MIM) 

capacitor is placed between the pad and the input of one of CML buffer and the size of 

the capacitor should be carefully chosen using frequency response plots from the model 

reference guide. The voltage divider which is located in front of the one of CML buffer 

input sets proper bias for the input since the capacitor only passes AC signal. Another 

voltage divider is connected to the other input of the CML buffer to provide reference 

voltage.  

Figure 98 shows the pad receiver for CMOS logic inputs. ESD protection is 

connected between input and VCC! as well as VEE!  
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Figure 98 Pad receiver for CMOS logic inputs 

 

7.4 Pad driver design 

 

 

Figure 99 The schematic of the pad driver 

 

The pad driver delivers the signal from the chip to outer world with 50 ohm line. Two 

ESDs attached to the pad are protecting the circuits inside of the chip from electrostatic 

discharge, and one of the collectors of the emitter couple pair is connected to the pad.  

The other collector is directly connected to VCC! which makes pad output to 

VCC!(logic high) or VCC!- (50ohm X 8mA) (logic low).  
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Figure 100 The schematic of open collector pad driver 

 

Figure 100 shows the open collector pad driver. It is differential output driver. A 

pull up resistor is needed to make it works properly. 50 ohm line works as a pull up 

resistor. Therefore both pad should be connected to symmetrical 50 ohm line. If the 

output is logical high(VCC!), the open collector is float, and if the output is logical low 

(VCC! – pull up resistor X 8mA) the open collector is sinking the current from output to 

ground.  

 

7.5 Preventing IR drop 

IR drop is the voltage drop across the power rails. Power rail have some resistance value 

and the current passing through the rails produces voltage drop. It is very critical if the 

chip size is large. Not enough power could make some parts of the chip not work at all 

or work improperly. There are three critical causes for the IR drop problem. First of all 

the middle of the chip is the farthest from power is easily suffered by IR drop. Second, 

highly dense area with a lot of current trees sinks a lot of current, so IR drop could be 

high. Third, narrow power rail increases the wire resistance and hence makes IR drop 

high. To prevent IR drop the power line placed in lattice manner as shown in Figure 101. 

Both VCC! and VEE! are provided from horizontal and vertical power rail, and the cross 

section connected using via. The horizontal power line is using AM and vertical line 

using MQ and LM. This architecture provides more stable power and less IR drop.  
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Figure 101 Lattice manner power rail 

Cadence VoltageStorm is the software to predict the power usage over the entire 

chip. Each color indicates the voltage drop on that specific area. The VoltageStorm has 

to be done both VCC! and VEE! drop. Only parasitic resistance affects the IR drop, so 

entire layout can be extracted only with R. Procedure of using VoltageStorm is described 

in appendix C. Figure 102 shows the result figures of the VoltageStorm for VCC! drop. 

As shown in Figure 102 (a), the edge of the chip has light colors and the middle of the 

chip has dark colors. Dark color indicates more IR drop. Figure 102 (c) is the legend for 

the each color. The worst case power drop for the VCC! is the dark red area in Figure 

102 (b) and it drops between 10.56 mV to 12.68 mV. IR drop simulation results for 

VEE! are shown in Figure 103. It has similar pattern as VCC! case. The dark red spot is 

also located in similar area and it drops between 17.56 mV and 21.07 mV. Therefore we 

can expect the worst case IR drop would be 38.75 mV. The circuits have to be verified 

by simulation that they are working properly in the worst case condition. 
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(a) 

 

 
(b) 
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(c) 

Figure 102 VoltageStorm simulation result figures for the VCC! drop (a) Power 
usage over the entire chip (b) Enlarged image of the critical area (c) Legend 

 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 103 VoltageStorm simulation result figures for the VEE! drop (a) Power 
usage over the entire chip (b) Enlarged image of the critical area (c) Legend 
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8. Phase locked loop 

 

8.1 Introduction to phase locked loop (PLL) 

A phase-locked loop (PLL) is a feedback system that compares an output phase and 

frequency with an input signal, and changes the frequency according to the difference 

between them.  The standard linear model of the PLL system consists of phase detector 

(PD), loop filter (LF), and VCO.  Phase detector (PD) performs comparison between 

reference clock and feedback clock and produces an error signal that varies the VCO 

until the phase are aligned. Figure 104 shows the input output characteristics of the two 

different phase detectors. The XOR gate always produce positive error signal, but 3 state 

phase frequency detector makes positive or negative error signal depend on the skew. 

 

 

Figure 104 Phase detector and input output characteristics 

 

The loop filter (LF) plays an important role in determining the bandwidth of the 

systems. The control system can be categorized by the system types. The system type is 
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determined by the form of the loop transfer function GH(s). In general, the form GH(s) 

is written as following. 

)(
)()(
sDs

sNsGH n=  

where N(s) and D(s) represent polynomials in s. The number “n” determines the system 

type. Steady state system error is decided by type of the system as following. 

 

Steady State System Error  

Type Step Ramp Parabolic 

0 Finite Infinite Infinite 

1 0 Finite Infinite 

2 0 0 Finite 

3 0 0 0 

Table 8 Steady state system error 

 

8.2 Differential type II PLL 

Figure 105 shows the block diagram of type II PLL systems. Type II systems have two 

open loop poles at zero, so it doesn’t have steady state error for step and ramp inputs. 

 

 

Figure 105 Continuous linear model of the PLL 

 

The PFD (Phase-Frequency Detector) detects phase difference as well as frequency 

difference. The PFD is composed of two asynchronous-reset master slave flop-flops and 
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an AND gate (Figure 106). The differential output from PFD feeds a Current Mode 

Logic(CML) charge pump as shown in Figure 2. Input pairs of the charge pump use 

Hetero-junction Bipolar Transistors (HBT), which have less flicker noise. 

The current (IP) goes in and out of the loop filter through charge pump. The resistor 

R1 gives open loop zero to stabilize the phase loop. C2, R2 C3 add additional poles to 

relieve short spur when it is in locked mode. 

The charge pump and loop filter can be linearized as following 
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Figure 106 Phase-Frequency Detector (PFD, charge pump and loop filter 
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The negative Gm LC tank VCO is used in this PLL system (Figure 107). The cross-

connected HBTs generate negative resistance which can compensate the losses from LC 

tank and start oscillation.  

 

 

Figure 107 Negative Gm LC tank Voltage Control Oscillator (VCO) 

 

The VCO gain KVCO of 43.3Grad/s/V is measured by simulation. The linear model 

of VCO can be achieved as following since a phase is the integral of the frequency   

( )
s

K
s VCO=φ  

Therefore the open loop transfer function of the PLL model is 
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The closed loop transfer function is 
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H
H

+
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1  

Mathematical simulation is done by Matlab. The open loop gain margin and phase 

margin is 36.9dB and 66.7 o respectively (Figure 108). Phase starts from -180o since it is 

typeII system. The resistor R1 generates a zero and phase goes above -180o to gives the 

enough phase margin to stabilize the system. Apparently the gain margin and phase 

margin is enough large to confirm stability of the system. 
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Figure 108 Gain margin and phase margin of the open loop PLL system 

 

The step response of closed loop PLL system is shown in Figure 109. It has a 16.1% 

overshoot at 11.7ns, 32.2ns of the settling time and 4.03ns of the rise time.  

The step response of the schematic design of the PLL is shown in Figure 110. It locked 

at 20GHz using 625MHz reference signal. It has less than 20% of overshoot at 14.8ns 

and settling time is around 36.7ns which are very similar to linear model simulation 

using Matlab. The differences are caused by the following reasons; the frequency divider 

has a temporal delay and the continuous linear model of PLL is approximated from 

discrete nonlinear system. 
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Figure 109 Step response of the linearized PLL systems 

 

 

Figure 110 Step response of the schematic design of the PLL 

 

The following Figure 111 shows the acquisition process of the schematic simulated 

PLL(625MHz reference signal versus 1/32 of the VCO output signal). The slower 

feedback signal increases frequency by adding current to the loop filter through the 
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charge pump until it has the same frequency and phase as a reference signal. Figure 112 

shows the locked 20GHz VCO output. 

 

 

Figure 111 Locking acquisition process of the schematic simulated PLL 

 

 

Figure 112 Locked 20GHz VCO output 
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Part V Conclusion 
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9. Conclusion and future work 

 

A current mode logic (CML) crossbar switch was described and demonstrated. This 

design employs IBM SiGe BiCMOS 8HP technology having fT’s of 210 GHz. CML 

using heterojunction bipolar transistor (HBT) is one of the best candidate for high-speed 

circuits. SiGe BiCMOS technology integrates HBT and CMOS, thus it offers more 

flexible design for the speed and power. However, design without basic knowledge, 

precise estimation, or plan cannot make the most of those advantages. The research has 

been focused on applying fundamental theory to make a faster crossbar switch. Three 

different designs have been developed to accomplish high speed and low power.   

The first prototype of crossbar switch has been fabricated and tested. This prototype 

operated at a speed of 16.5GHz (33Gb/s or 528Gb/s aggregate). It was comparably slow 

but it shows promise for high speed switch.  

The second prototype focused on the speed of the circuits. All part are used current 

mode logic (CML) with relatively large HBTs. Simulation results show it can handle a 

100Gb/s signal however it consumes too much current which made it hard to test. The 

large HBTs occupies a large area and produced significant parasitic effects.  

The third crossbar switch optimized speed and power consumption. This design 

utilizes both HBT and FET.. HBTs are used in high speed data path and FETs are used 

in configuration part which is comparatively slower than data path. It has a symmetrical 

signal path design for flat delay and fast reconfiguration time of 160ps. To test the 

maximum frequency operation and show an analog application, the crossbar switch is 

implemented as a phase selecting module for a phased array antenna system. The 

controllable current mirror is able to turn on and off the current tree by replacing current 

source to nMOSFET. Isolation multiplexer has been designed to improve performance 

of crossbar switch. Isolation multiplexer isolates selected signal from other signals. The 

crossbar switch can be used for any frequency up to 40GHz (80Gb/s or 640Gb/s 

aggregate) signal. The test chip consumes 8W using a 2.5V supply. The core crossbar 

switch accounts for 5.7W for the all active channels and 2.2W for the one active channel. 

Test result confirms 38.5 GHz signals with phase information were delivered to selected 

outputs. 
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As future works, the same performance with approximately 70% lower power can 

be achieved by swapping 8HP kit to upcoming 8XP kit of the crossbar switch. In 

addition, ultra high frequency performance can be attained by increasing bias current and 

using 8XP kit as described in 5.4.  

The demonstrated crossbar switch for phased array antenna system can steer only 

azimuth (or altitude). However column and row architecture of crossbar switch in 

Chapter 6 can be applied for a new crossbar switch to achieve beam patterns for both 

azimuth and altitude at the same time. 
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Appendix A - Miscellaneous Schematics 

 

 

Figure 113 CMOS NAND Schematic 

 

 

Figure 114 Differential CMOS D-Flip Flop Schematic 
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Figure 115 CML AND schematic 

 

    

Figure 116 CML  XOR Schematic 
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Figure 117 CML Master and Slave D flip flop schematic 

 

 

 

 

Figure 118 Frequency divider with buffer 
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Figure 119 CML to CMOS level converter schematic 

 

 

 

Figure 120 CML fixed logic schematic (always out+=0 out-=1) 
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Figure 121 Pad receiver of DC signal for CML 

 

 

 

Figure 122 Pad receiver of AC signal for CML 
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Figure 123 Pad receiver for CMOS 

 

 

Figure 124 Pad driver (single ended) 
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Figure 125 Pad driver (differential) 
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Appendix B - Signal repeater(Buffer) test  

 

Following figures are relationship between wire length and frequency due to parasitic 

effect. The result might be changed depend on the size of emitter flowers and  a number 

of fan-out, however this test is just demonstrating the effect of wire length at certain 

condition.  

For proper swing, the voltage difference between logic 0 and logic 1 should be at 

least 220mV. Figure B.1 shows schematic simulation result of 20GHz, 25GHz, and 

33GHz signals without parasitic effect. In this ideal case, all of signals can switch 

properly and have same voltage swing around 250 mV 

 

 

Figure 126 Signal repeater simulation (without parasitic) 
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Figure 127 Parasitic extracted simulation with wire length of 150um 

 

 

 

Figure 128 Parasitic extracted simulation with wire length of 200um 
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Figure 129 Parasitic extracted simulation with wire length of 350um 

 

 

Figure 130 Parasitic extracted simulation with wire length of 500um 
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Next shown table describe the relationship between wire length and bandwidth.  

 Ideal case 150um 250um 350um 500um 

20GHz 250mV 250mV 250mV 250mV 220mV 

25GHz 250mV 250mV 250mV 220mV 200mV 

33GHz 250mV 230mV 200mV 170mV 120mV 

Table 9 Relationship between wire length and frequency 
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Appendix C - Procedure of using Voltage Storm  

 

1. All the power pads must have its own pin for VCC! or VEE! since 

Voltagestorm uses VCC! and VEE! pin for the starting point of power to the 

chip. 

 

2. Run RCX  

 RCX configuration  

 Setupt tab : output = extracted view 

 Extraction tab : Extraction Mode = R Only 

 Netlisting tab : Parasitic Resistor Models = Include As Comment 

                               Parasitic Resistance Width = checked 

                               Parasitic Resistance Length = checked 

                               Add Explicit Via = checked 

 

3. Extracted simulation 

Create a “Hierarchy-Editor” view of your simulation cell 

Hierarchy-Editor configuration  

 New Configuration : View = schematic of your simulation cell 

                                        Use Tempate : Name = SpectreVerilog  

 In the “Hierarchy editor window”  :  

* ViewFound = right click on the top level cell which has 

av_extracted file in it and choose the av_extracted 

* Click update and save  

* Open the schematic window by clicking “Open” in hierarchy 

editor window 

 

4. Schematic view window of simulation cell 

Run DC simulation  After the simulation click on the top cell  

Click Design on the menu bar  Hierarchy Descend Edit  View 

Name = av_extracted then extracted view window will pop up 
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5. Extracted view window 

Click “Tools” in the menu bar  Click Voltage Storm then EM&IR 

menu will show up next to other menus Click on EM&IR and select “IR 

Drop analysis” 

 

6. IR (Voltage) drop analysis window 

Choose the pins that you want to run the analysis  (VCC! or VEE!)  

Make sure the simulation directory is correct Click “OK” to run it 

 

 

 

 


